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10.1 Introduction
The previous four chapters discussed limit equilibrium methods of slope stability analysis for
rock bounded by speciﬁed slide planes. In contrast, this chapter discusses numerical analysis
methods to calculate the factor of safety without
pre-deﬁning slide planes. These methods are more
recent developments than limit equilibrium methods and, at present (2003), are used predominately in open pit mining and landslides studies,
where interest often focuses on slope displacements rather than on the relative magnitude of
resisting and displacing forces.
Numerical models are computer programs that
attempt to represent the mechanical response of a
rock mass subjected to a set of initial conditions
such as in situ stresses and water levels, boundary conditions and induced changes such as slope
excavation. The result of a numerical model simulation typically is either equilibrium or collapse.
If an equilibrium result is obtained, the resultant
stresses and displacements at any point in the rock
mass can be compared with measured values. If a
collapse result is obtained, the predicted mode of
failure is demonstrated.
Numerical models divide the rock mass into
zones. Each zone is assigned a material model
and properties. The material models are idealized
stress/strain relations that describe how the
material behaves. The simplest model is a linear
elastic model, which uses the elastic properties
1 Itasca Consulting Group, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota
55401 USA.

(Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio) of the
material. Elastic–plastic models use strength
parameters to limit the shear stress that a zone
may sustain.2
The zones may be connected together, termed a
continuum model, or separated by discontinuities,
termed a discontinuum model. Discontinuum
models allow slip and separation at explicitly
located surfaces within the model.
Numerical models tend to be general purpose in
nature—that is, they are capable of solving a wide
variety of problems. While it is often desirable to
have a general-purpose tool available, it requires
that each problem be constructed individually.
The zones must be arranged by the user to ﬁt the
limits of the geomechanical units and/or the slope
geometry. Hence, numerical models often require
more time to set up and run than special-purpose
tools such as limit equilibrium methods.
There are several reasons why numerical
models are used for slope stability studies.
• Numerical models can be extrapolated conﬁdently outside their databases in comparison to
empirical methods in which the failure mode
is explicitly deﬁned.
• Numerical analysis can incorporate key geologic features such as faults and ground water
providing more realistic approximations of
behavior of real slopes than analytic models.
2 In numerical analysis the terms “elements” and “zones” are
used interchangeably. However, the term element is used
more commonly in ﬁnite element analysis, and the term
zone in ﬁnite difference analysis.
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In comparison, non-numerical analysis methods such as analytic, physical or limit equilibrium may be unsuitable for some sites or
tend to oversimplify the conditions, possibly
leading to overly conservative solutions.
• Numerical analysis can help to explain
observed physical behavior.
• Numerical analysis can evaluate multiple possibilities of geological models, failure modes
and design options.
Many limit equilibrium programs exist to
determine factors of safety for slopes. These
execute very rapidly, and in the case of the method
of slices for circular failure, use an approximate
scheme in which a number of assumptions are
made, including the location and angle of interslice forces (see Section 8.2). Several assumed slide
surfaces are tested, and the one giving the lowest
factor of safety is chosen. Equilibrium is satisﬁed only on an idealized set of surfaces. With
numerical models, a “full” solution of the coupled
stress/displacement, equilibrium and constitutive
equations is made. Given a set of properties, the
system is found either to be stable or unstable.
By performing a series of simulations with various properties, the factor of safety can be found
corresponding to the point of stability.
The numerical analysis is much slower, but
much more general. Only since the late 1990s,
with the advent of faster computers, has it become
a practical alternative to the limit equilibrium
method. Even so, while limit equilibrium solutions may require just a few seconds, numerical
solutions to large complex problems can take an
hour or more, particularly when discontinuum
behavior is involved. The third section of this
chapter presents typical safety factor analyses for
the most common discontinuum failure modes in
rock slopes.
For slopes, the factor of safety often is deﬁned
as the ratio of the actual shear strength to the minimum shear strength required to prevent failure.
A logical way to compute the factor of safety with
a ﬁnite element or ﬁnite difference program is to
reduce the shear strength until collapse occurs.
The factor of safety is the ratio of the rock’s actual
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strength to the reduced shear strength at failure.
This shear-strength reduction technique was used
ﬁrst with ﬁnite elements by Zienkiewicz et al.
(1975) to compute the safety factor of a slope
composed of multiple materials.
To perform slope stability analysis with the
shear strength reduction technique, simulations
are run for a series of increasing trial factors
of safety (f ). Actual shear strength properties,
cohesion (c) and friction angle (φ), are reduced
for each trial according to the equations

ctrial =
φtrial

 
1
c
f

 
1
= arctan
tan φ
f

(10.1)
(10.2)

If multiple materials and/or joints are present, the
reduction is made simultaneously for all materials. The trial factor of safety is increased gradually
until the slope fails. At failure, the factor of safety
equals the trial factor of safety (i.e. f = FS).
Dawson et al. (1999) show that the shear strength
reduction factors of safety are generally within a
few percent of limit analysis solutions when an
associated ﬂow rule, in which the friction angle
and dilation angle are equal, is used.
The shear strength reduction technique has two
main advantages over limit equilibrium slope stability analyses. First, the critical slide surface is
found automatically, and it is not necessary to
specify the shape of the slide surface (e.g. circular,
log spiral, piecewise linear) in advance. In general,
the failure surface geometry for slopes is more
complex than simple circles or segmented surfaces. Second, numerical methods automatically
satisfy translational and rotational equilibrium,
whereas not all limit equilibrium methods do satisfy equilibrium. Consequently, the shear strength
reduction technique usually will determine a
safety factor equal to or slightly less than limit
equilibrium methods. Itasca Consulting Group
(2002) gives a detailed comparison of four limit
equilibrium methods and one numerical method
for six different slope stability cases.
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Table 10.1 Comparison of numerical and limit equilibrium analysis methods
Analysis result

Numerical solution

Limit equilibrium

Equilibrium

Satisﬁed everywhere

Stresses

Computed everywhere using ﬁeld
equations
Part of the solution
Yield condition satisﬁed everywhere;
slide surfaces develop “automatically”
as conditions dictate
The “mechanisms” that develop satisfy
kinematic constraints

Satisﬁed only for speciﬁc objects,
such as slices
Computed approximately on certain
surfaces
Not considered
Failure allowed only on certain
pre-deﬁned surfaces; no check on
yield condition elsewhere
A single kinematic condition is
speciﬁed according to the particular
geologic conditions

Deformation
Failure
Kinematics

A summary of the differences between a
numerical solution and the limit equilibrium
method is shown in the Table 10.1.

10.2 Numerical models
All rock slopes involve discontinuities. Representation of these discontinuities in numerical models
differs depending on the type of model. There are
two basic types of models: discontinuum models
and continuum models. Discontinuities in discontinuum models are represented explicitly—that
is, the discontinuities have a speciﬁc orientation
and location. Discontinuities in continuum models are represented implicitly, with the intention
that the behavior of the continuum model is substantially equivalent to the real jointed rock mass
being represented.
Discontinuum codes start with a method
designed speciﬁcally to model discontinua and
treat continuum behavior as a special case. Discontinuum codes generally are referred to as
Discrete Element codes. A Discrete Element code
will typically embody an efﬁcient algorithm for
detecting and classifying contacts, and maintain
a data structure and memory allocation scheme
that can handle many hundreds or thousands
of discontinuities. The discontinuities divide the
problem domain into blocks that may be either
rigid or deformable; continuum behavior is

assumed within deformable blocks. The most
widely used discrete element codes for slope
stability studies are UDEC (Universal Distinct
Element Code; Itasca Consulting Group, 2000)
and 3DEC (3-Dimensional Distinct Element
Code; Itasca Consulting Group, 2003). Of fundamental importance in discontinuum codes is
the representation of joint or discontinuity behavior. Commonly used relations for representing joint behavior are discussed later in this
section.
Continuum codes assume material is continuous throughout the body. Discontinuities
are treated as special cases by introducing
interfaces between continuum bodies. Finite
element codes such as PHASE2 (Rocscience,
2002c) and its predecessor PHASES (Plastic
Hybrid Analysis of Stress for Estimation of
Support) and ﬁnite difference codes such as FLAC
(F ast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua; Itasca
Consulting Group, 2001) cannot handle general interaction geometry (e.g. many intersecting
joints). Their efﬁciency may degenerate drastically when connections are broken repeatedly.
Typical continuum-based models may have less
than ten non-intersecting discontinuities. Of fundamental importance to continuum codes and
deformable blocks in discrete element codes
is representation of the rock mass behavior.
Continuum relations used to represent rock mass
behavior are discussed later in this section.
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Finite element programs are probably more
familiar, but the ﬁnite difference method is
perhaps the oldest numerical technique used to
solve sets of differential equations. Both ﬁnite
element and ﬁnite difference methods produce
a set of algebraic equations to solve. While the
methods used to derive the equations are different, the resulting equations are the same. Finite
difference programs generally use an “explicit”
time-marching scheme to solve the equations,
whereas ﬁnite element methods usually solve
systems of equations in matrix form.
Although a static solution to a problem is usually of interest, the dynamic equations of motion
are typically included in the formulation of ﬁnite
difference programs. One reason for doing this is
to ensure that the numerical scheme is stable when
the physical system being modeled is unstable.
With non-linear materials, there is always the
possibility of physical instability—for example,
the failure of a slope. In real life, some of the
strain energy is converted to kinetic energy. Explicit ﬁnite-difference programs model this process
directly, because inertial terms are included. In
contrast, programs that do not include inertial
terms must use some numerical procedure to
treat physical instabilities. Even if the procedure
is successful at preventing numerical instability,
the path taken may not be realistic. The consequence of including the full law of motion in
ﬁnite difference programs is that the user must
have some physical feel for what is happening.
Explicit ﬁnite-difference programs are not black
boxes that will “give the solution.” The behavior
of the numerical system must be interpreted.
FLAC and UDEC are two-dimensional ﬁnitedifference programs developed speciﬁcally for
geomechanical analysis. These codes can simulate varying loading and water conditions, and
have several pre-deﬁned material models for representing rock mass continuum behavior. Both
codes are unique in their ability to handle
highly non-linear and unstable problems. The
three-dimensional equivalents of these codes are
FLAC3D (F ast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua
in 3 Dimensions; Itasca Consulting Group, 2002)
and 3DEC (Itasca Consulting Group, 2003).
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10.2.1 Joint material models
The material model used most commonly to
represent joints is a linear-elastic–perfectly-plastic
model. The limiting shear strength is deﬁned by
the usual Mohr–Coulomb parameters of friction
angle and cohesion (see Section 4.2). A peak and
residual shear strength relation can also be speciﬁed for the joints. The residual strength is used
after the joint has failed in shear at the peak
strength. The elastic behavior of the joints is speciﬁed by joint normal and shear stiffnesses, which
may be linear or piece-wise linear.
10.2.2 Rock mass material models
It is impossible to model all discontinuities in
a large slope, although it may be possible to
model the discontinuities for a limited number of
benches. Therefore, in large slopes much of the
rock mass must be represented by an equivalent
continuum in which the effect of the discontinuities is to reduce the intact rock elastic properties
and strength to those of the rock mass. This
is true whether or not a discontinuum model
is used. As mentioned in the introduction to
this chapter, numerical models divide the rock
mass into zones. Each zone is assigned a material model and material properties. The material
models are stress/strain relations that describe
how the material behaves. The simplest model
is a linear elastic model that uses only the elastic
properties (Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio)
of the material. Linear elastic–perfectly plastic
stress–strain relations are the most commonly
used rock mass material models. These models
typically use Mohr–Coulomb strength parameters to limit the shear stress that a zone may
sustain. The tensile strength is limited by the speciﬁed tensile strength, which in many analyses
is taken to be 10% of the rock mass cohesion. Using this model, the rock mass behaves
in an isotropic manner. Strength anisotropy can
be introduced through a ubiquitous joint model,
which limits the shear strength according to a
Mohr–Coulomb criterion in a speciﬁed direction.
The direction often corresponds to a predominant
jointing orientation.
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A more complete equivalent-continuum model
that includes the effects of joint orientation
and spacing is a micropolar (Cosserat) plasticity
model. The Cosserat theory incorporates a local
rotation of material points as an independent
parameter, in addition to the translation assumed
in the classical continuum, and couple stresses
(moments per unit area) in addition to the classical stresses (forces per unit area). This model, as
implemented in FLAC, is described in the context
of slope stability by Dawson and Cundall (1996).
The approach has the advantage of using a continuum model while still preserving the ability
to consider realistic joint spacing explicitly. The
model has not yet (as of 2003) been incorporated
into any publicly available code.
The most common failure criterion for rock
masses is the Hoek–Brown failure criterion (see
Section 4.5). The Hoek–Brown failure criterion
is an empirical relation that characterizes the
stress conditions that lead to failure in intact rock
and rock masses. It has been used successfully
in design approaches that use limit equilibrium
solutions. It also has been used indirectly in
numerical models by ﬁnding equivalent Mohr–
Coulomb shear strength parameters that provide
a failure surface tangent to the Hoek–Brown failure criterion for speciﬁc conﬁning stresses, or
ranges of conﬁning stresses. The tangent Mohr–
Coulomb parameters are then used in traditional
Mohr–Coulomb type constitutive relations and
the parameters may or may not be updated during
analyses. The procedure is awkward and timeconsuming, and consequently there has been little
direct use of the Hoek–Brown failure criterion
in numerical solution schemes that require full
constitutive models. Such models solve for displacements, as well as stresses, and can continue
the solution after failure has occurred in some locations. In particular, it is necessary to develop a
“ﬂow rule,” which supplies a relation between
the components of strain rate at failure. There
have been several attempts to develop a full constitutive model from the Hoek–Brown criterion:
for example, Pan and Hudson (1988), Carter
et al. (1993) and Shah (1992). These formulations
assume that the ﬂow rule has some ﬁxed relation

to the failure criterion and that the ﬂow rule is
isotropic, whereas the Hoek–Brown criterion is
not. Recently, Cundall et al. (2003) has proposed
a scheme that does not use a ﬁxed form of the ﬂow
rule, but rather one that depends on the stress
level, and possibly some measure of damage.
Real rock masses often appear to exhibit progressive failure—that is, the failure appears to
progress over time. Progressive failure is a complex process that is understood poorly and difﬁcult to model. It may involve one or more of the
following component mechanisms:
• Gradual accumulation of strain on principal
structures and/or within the rock mass;
• Increases in pore pressure with time; and
• Creep, which is time-dependent deformation
of material under constant load.
Each of these components is discussed brieﬂy later
in the context of slope behavior.
Gradual accumulation of strain on principal
structures within the rock mass usually results
from excavation, and “time” is related to the
excavation sequence. In order to study the progressive failure effects due to excavation, one
must either introduce characteristics of the postpeak or post-failure behavior of the rock mass
into a strain-softening model or introduce similar
characteristics into the explicit discontinuities. In
practice, there are at least two difﬁculties associated with strain-softening rock mass models.
The ﬁrst is estimating the post-peak strength and
the strain over which the strength reduces. There
appear to be no empirical guidelines for estimating the required parameters. This means that the
properties must be estimated through calibration.
The second difﬁculty is that, for a simulation in
which the response depends on shear localization
and in which material softening is used, the results will depend on the zone sizes. However, it
is quite straightforward to compensate for this
form of mesh-dependence. In order to do this,
consider a displacement applied to the boundary
of a body. If the strain localizes inside the body,
the applied displacement appears as a jump across
the localized band. The thickness of the band
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contracts until it is equal to the minimum allowed
by the grid, that is a ﬁxed number of zone widths.
Thus, the strain in the band is
ε = u/nz

(10.3)

where n is a ﬁxed number, u is the displacement
jump, and z is the zone width.
If the softening slope is linear, the change in a
property value p is proportional to strain, the
change in property value with displacement is:
p
s
=
u
n · z

(10.4)

where s is the softening slope.
In order to obtain mesh-independent results, a
scaled softening slope s can be input, such that
s = s z

(10.5)

where s is constant.
In this case, (p/u) is independent of z. If
the softening slope is deﬁned by the critical strain,
εscrit , then
εscrit ∝

1
z

(10.6)

For example, if the zone size is doubled, the
critical strain must be halved for comparable
results.
Strain-softening models for discontinuities are
much more common than similar relations for
rock masses. Strain-softening relations for discontinuities are built into UDEC and 3DEC, and
can be incorporated into interfaces in FLAC and
FLAC3D via a built-in programming language
such as FISH functions. Strain-softening models
require special attention when computing safety
factors. If a strain-softening constitutive model
is used, the softening logic should be turned off
during the shear strength reduction process or the
factor of safety will be underestimated. When
the slope is excavated, some zones will have
exceeded their peak strength, and some amount
of softening will have taken place. During the
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strength reduction process, these zones should be
considered as a new material with lower strength,
but no further softening should be allowed due
to the plastic strains associated to the gradual
reduction of strength.
Increases in pore pressure with time are not
common in rock slopes for mines. More commonly, the pore pressures reduce due to deepening of the pit and/or drainage. However, there are
cases in which the pore pressures do increase with
time. In such cases, the slope may appear to fail
progressively.
Creep, which is time-dependent deformation of
material under constant load, is not commonly
considered in the context of slope stability. It
is much more common in underground excavations. Several material models are available to
study creep behavior in rock slopes. These include
classical viscoelastic models, power law models,
and the Burger-creep viscoplastic model. Application of a creep model to the study of slope behavior at Chuquicamata mine in Chile is discussed
later in this chapter (see Section 10.5.2).

10.3 Modeling issues
Modeling requires that the real problem be idealized, or simpliﬁed, in order to ﬁt the constraints
imposed by factors such as available material
models and computer capacity. Analysis of rock
mass response involves different scales. It is
impossible—and undesirable—to include all features, and details of rock mass response mechanisms, into one model. In addition, many of the
details of rock mass behavior are unknown and
unknowable; therefore, the approach to modeling is not as straightforward as it is, say, in other
branches of mechanics. This section discusses the
basic issues that must be resolved when setting up
a numerical model.
10.3.1 Two-dimensional analysis versus
three-dimensional analysis
The ﬁrst step in creating a model is to
decide whether to perform two-dimensional
or three-dimensional analyses. Prior to 2003,
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three-dimensional analyses were uncommon, but
advances in personal computers have permitted
three-dimensional analyses to be performed
routinely. Strictly speaking, three-dimensional
analyses are recommended/required in the
following:
1 The direction of principal geologic structures
does not strike within 20–30◦ of the strike of
the slope.
2 The axis of material anisotropy does not strike
within 20–30◦ of the slope.
3 The directions of principal stresses are not
neither parallel nor perpendicular to the
slope.
4 The distribution of geomechanical units varies
along the strike of the slope.
5 The slope geometry in plan cannot be represented by two-dimensional analysis, which
assumes axisymmetric or plain strain.
Despite the forgoing, most design analysis for
slopes assumes a two-dimensional geometry comprising a unit slice through an inﬁnitely long
slope, under plane strain conditions. In other
words, the radii of both the toe and crest are
assumed to be inﬁnite. This is not the condition
encountered in practice—particularly in open pit
mining where the radii of curvature can have an
important effect on safe slope angles. Concave
slopes are believed to be more stable than plain
strain slopes due to the lateral restraint provided
by material on either side of a potential failure in
a concave slope.
Despite its potential importance in slope stability, very little has been done to quantify this
effect. Jenike and Yen (1961) presented the results
of limit theory analysis of axisymmetric slopes in
a rigid, perfectly plastic material. However, Hoek
and Brown (1981) concluded that the analysis
assumptions were not applicable to rock slope
design.
Piteau and Jennings (1970) studied the inﬂuence of curvature in plan on the stability of slopes
in four diamond mines in South Africa. As a
result of caving from below the surface, slopes
were all at incipient failure with a safety factor

of 1. The average slope height was 100 m. Piteau
and Jennings (1970) found that the average slope
angle for slopes with radius of curvature of 60 m
was 39.5◦ as compared to 27.3◦ for slopes with
a radius of curvature of 300 m.
Hoek and Bray (1981) summarize their experience with the stabilizing effects of slope curvature
as follows. When the radius of curvature of
a concave slope is less than the height of the
slope, the slope angle can be 10◦ steeper than
the angle suggested by conventional stability analysis. As the radius of curvature increases to a
value greater than the slope height, the correction should be decreased. For radii of curvature
in excess of twice the slope height, the slope angle
given by a conventional stability analysis should
be used.
To better quantify the effects of slope curvature
on stability, a series of generic analyses were performed. All analyses assumed a 500 m high dry
slope with a 45◦ face angle excavated in an isotropic homogeneous material with a density of
2600 kg/m3 . Initial in situ stresses are assumed
to be lithostatic, and the excavation was made in
40 m decrements beginning from the ground surface. For these conditions, pairs of friction angle
and cohesion values were selected to produce a
factor of safety of 1.3 using circular failure chart
number 1 (see Section 8.3). A factor of safety of
1.3 is a value that is frequently used in the design
of slopes for open pit mines. The actual values
used are shown in Table 10.2.
A series of analyses was performed using FLAC
for different radius of curvature for both concave
and convex slopes. For concave slopes, the radius
of curvature is deﬁned as the distance between

Table 10.2 Janbu’s Lambda coefﬁcient for various
combinations of friction angle and cohesion
Friction angle

Cohesion
(MPa)

λ = γH tan φ/c

45
35
25
15

0.22
0.66
1.18
1.8

59
14
5
2
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Figure 10.1 Results of FLAC axisymmetric analyses showing effect on factor of safety of slope curvature.

the axis of revolution and the toe of the slope.
For the convex slopes, the radius of curvature is
deﬁned as the distance between the axis of revolution and the crest of the slope—not the toe. Under
both deﬁnitions, cones have a radius of curvature
of zero.
Figure 10.1 shows the results with
FS/FSplane strain versus height/radius of curvature
(H/Rc ), which is positive for concave and negative for convex slopes. The ﬁgure shows that the
factor of safety always increases as the radius of
curvature decreases, but the increase is faster for
concave slopes. One unexpected result is that as
the friction angle increases, the effect of curvature
decreases. One possible explanation is that as
Janbu’s lambda coefﬁcient (λ = γH tan φ/c)
increases, the slide surface is shallower with only
a skin for purely frictional material. This, makes
the slope less sensitive to the conﬁning effect in
concave slopes, and to the ratio of active/passive
wedges for the convex ones.
One reason that designers are reluctant to
take advantage of the beneﬁcial effects of concave slope curvature is that the presence of
discontinuities can often negate the effects.
However, for massive rock slopes, or slopes
with relatively short joint trace lengths, the

beneﬁcial effects of slope curvature should not be
ignored—particularly in open pit mines, where
the economic beneﬁts of steepening slopes can be
signiﬁcant. The same is true for convex slopes,
which are also more stable than plane strain
slopes. This goes against observed experience
in rock slopes. If the slide surface is deﬁned
in terms of active (top) and passive (bottom)
wedges, the ratio of the surface (and weight)
of the passive wedge to the active wedge in a
convex slope is greater than the plane strain
condition. However, this only applies to a homogeneous Mohr–Coulomb material that might
be found, for example, in waste dumps. The
reason why “noses” in rock slopes are usually less stable may be related to the fact that
they are more exposed to structurally controlled
failures.
10.3.2 Continuum versus discontinuum
models
The next step is to decide whether to use a
continuum code or a discontinuum code. This
decision is seldom straightforward. There appear
to be no ready-made rules for determining which
type of analysis to perform. All slope stability
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problems involve discontinuities at one scale or
another. However, useful analyses, particularly
of global stability, have been made by assuming that the rock mass can be represented as an
equivalent continuum. Therefore, many analyses
begin with continuum models. If the slope under
consideration is unstable without structure, there
is no point in going to discontinuum models. If,
on the other hand, a continuum model appears
to be reasonably stable, explicit incorporation of
principal structures should give a more accurate
estimation of slope behavior.
Selection of joint geometry for input to a model
is a crucial step in discontinuum analyses. Typically, only a very small percentage of joints can
actually be included in a model in order to create
models of reasonable size for practical analysis.
Thus, the joint geometry data must be ﬁltered
to select only those joints that are most critical to the mechanical response. This is done by
identifying those that are most susceptible to slip
and/or separation for the prescribed loading condition. This may involve determining whether sufﬁcient kinematic freedom is provided, especially
in the case of toppling, and calibrating the analysis by comparing observed behavior to model
response.

10.3.4 Initial conditions
Initial conditions are those conditions that existed
prior to mining. The initial conditions of
importance at mine sites are the in situ stress
ﬁeld and the ground water conditions. The role
of stresses has been traditionally ignored in slope
analyses. There are several possible reasons for
this:

10.3.3 Selecting appropriate zone size

• Limit equilibrium analyses, which are widely
used for stability analyses, cannot include the
effect of stresses in their analyses. Nevertheless, limit equilibrium analyses are thought
to provide reasonable estimates of stability
in many cases, particularly where structure is
absent, such as soil slopes.
• Most stability analyses have traditionally been
performed for soils, where the range of possible in situ stresses is more limited than for
rocks. Furthermore, many soil analyses have
been performed for constructed embankments
such as dams, where in situ stresses do not
exist.
• Most slope failures are gravity driven, and
the effects of in situ stress are thought to be
minimal.
• In situ stresses in rock masses are not routinely
measured for slopes, and their effects are
largely unknown.

The next step in the process is to select an
appropriate zone size. The ﬁnite difference zones
assume that the stresses and strains within each
zone do not differ with position within the zone—
in other words, the zones are the lowest-order
elements possible. In order to capture stress and
strain gradients within the slope adequately, it is
necessary to use relatively ﬁne discretizations. By
experience, the authors have found that at least
20 (and preferably 30) zones are required over
the slope height of interest. As discussed later, if
ﬂexural toppling is involved, a minimum of four
zones across the rock column are required. Finite
element programs using higher-order elements
likely would require less zones than the constant
strain/constant stress elements common in ﬁnite
difference codes.

One particular advantage of stress analysis programs such as numerical models is their ability to
include pre-mining initial stress states in stability
analyses and to evaluate their importance.
In order to evaluate the effects of in situ stress
state on stability, ﬁve cases were run using a
simple model similar to the model shown in
Figure 10.2. For each of the ﬁve cases, the slope
angle was 60◦ , the slope height was 400 m, the
material density was 2450 kg/m3 , the friction
angle was 32◦ , and the cohesion was 0.92 MPa.
The results of FLAC analyses are shown in
Table 10.3.
In general, it is impossible to say what effect
the initial stress state will have on any particular problem, as behavior depends on factors
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FLAC (Version 3.40)
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Figure 10.2 Problem geometry used to determine the effect of in situ stresses on slope stability.

Table 10.3 Effect of in situ stress on slope stability
[x—horizontal in-plane direction; y—vertical in-plane
direction; z—out-of-plane direction]
In-plane
horizontal stress
σxx
σxx
σxx
σxx
σxx

= σyy
= 2.0 σyy
= 0.5 σyy
= 2.0 σyy
= 0.5 σyy

Out-of-plane
horizontal stress
σzz
σzz
σzz
σzz
σzz

= σyy
= 2.0 σyy
= 0.5 σyy
= 0.5 σyy
= 2.0 σyy

Factor of
safety
1.30
1.30
1.28
1.30
1.28

such as orientation of major structures, rock mass
strength and water conditions. However, some
observations on the effects of in situ stress on
stability can be made:
• The larger the initial horizontal stresses, the
larger the horizontal elastic displacements.
This is not much help, as elastic displacements

are not particularly important in slope
studies.
• Initial horizontal stresses in the plane of analysis that are less than the vertical stresses
tend to slightly decrease stability and reduce
the depth of signiﬁcant shearing with respect
to a hydrostatic stress state. This observation may seem counter-intuitive; smaller horizontal stresses would be expected to increase
stability. The explanation lies in the fact that
the lower horizontal stresses actually provide
slightly decreased normal stress on potential
shearing surfaces and/or joints within the
slope. This observation was conﬁrmed in a
UDEC analysis of a slope in Peru where
in situ horizontal stresses lower than the vertical stress led to deeper levels of joint shearing in toppling structures compared to cases
involving horizontal stresses that were equal
to or greater than the vertical stress.
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• It is important to note that the regional
topography may limit the possible stress
states, particularly at elevations above
regional valley ﬂoors. Three-dimensional
models have been very useful in the past in
addressing some regional stress issues.
10.3.5 Boundary conditions
Boundaries are either real or artiﬁcial. Real
boundaries in slope stability problems correspond to the natural or excavated ground surface
that is usually stress free. Artiﬁcial boundaries
do not exist in reality. All problems in geomechanics, including slope stability problems,
require that the inﬁnite extent of a real problem domain be artiﬁcially truncated to include
only the immediate area of interest. Figure 10.3
shows typical recommendations for locations of
the artiﬁcial far-ﬁeld boundaries in slope stability problems. Artiﬁcial boundaries can be of
two types: prescribed displacement, or prescribed
stress. Prescribed displacement boundaries inhibit
displacement in either the vertical direction or
horizontal direction, or both. Prescribed displacement boundaries are used to represent the condition at the base of the model and toe of the slope.
Displacement at the base of the model is always
ﬁxed in both the vertical and horizontal directions
to inhibit rotation of the model. Two assumptions

W

>W

H

>H/2

Figure 10.3 Typical recommendations for locations
of artiﬁcial far-ﬁeld boundaries in slope stability
analyses.

can be made regarding the displacement boundaries near the toe of any slope. One assumption is
that the displacements near the toe are inhibited
only in the horizontal direction. This is the mechanically correct condition for a problem that is
perfectly symmetric with respect to the plane or
axis representing the toe boundary. Strictly speaking, this condition only occurs in slopes of inﬁnite
length, which are modeled in two-dimensions
assuming plane strain, or in slopes that are axially symmetric in which the pit is a perfect cone.
In reality, these conditions are rarely satisﬁed.
Therefore, some models are extended laterally to
avoid the need to specify any boundary condition at the toe of the slope. It is important to
note that difﬁculties with the boundary condition
near the slope toe are usually a result of the twodimensional assumption. In three-dimensional
models, this difﬁculty generally does not
exist.
The far-ﬁeld boundary location and condition must also be speciﬁed in any numerical
model for slope stability analyses. The general
notion is to select the far-ﬁeld location so that
it does not signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the results.
If this criterion is met, whether the boundary
is prescribed-displacement or prescribed-stress is
not important. In most slope stability studies, a
prescribed-displacement boundary is used. The
authors have used a prescribed-stress boundary in a few cases and found no signiﬁcant
differences with respect to the results from a
prescribed-displacement boundary. The magnitude of the horizontal stress for the prescribedstress boundary must match the assumptions
regarding the initial stress state in order for the
model to be in equilibrium. However, following
any change in the model, such as an excavation
increment, the prescribed-stress boundary causes
the far-ﬁeld boundary to displace toward the
excavation while maintaining its original stress
value. For this reason, a prescribed-stress boundary is also referred to as a “following” stress, or
constant stress boundary, because the stress does
not change and follows the displacement of the
boundary. However, following stresses are most
likely where slopes are cut into areas where the
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topography rises behind the slope. Even where
slopes are excavated into an inclined topography,
the stresses would ﬂow around the excavation
to some extent, depending on the effective width
of the excavation perpendicular to the downhill
topographic direction.
A summary of the effects of boundary conditions on analysis results is as follows:
• A ﬁxed boundary causes both stresses and
displacements to be underestimated, whereas
a stress boundary does the opposite.
• The two types of boundary condition
“bracket” the true solution, so that it is possible to conduct tests with smaller models
to obtain a reasonable estimate of the true
solution by averaging the two results.
A ﬁnal point to be kept in mind is that all open pit
slope stability problems are three-dimensional in
reality. This means that the stresses acting in and
around the pit are free to ﬂow both beneath and
around the sides of the pit. Therefore, it is likely
that, unless there are very low strength faults
parallel to the analysis plane, a constant stress
or following stress boundary will over-predict the
stresses acting horizontally.
10.3.6 Incorporating water pressure
The effect of water pressure in reducing effective
stresses and, hence, slope stability is well understood. However, the effect of various assumptions regarding speciﬁcation of pore pressure
distributions in slopes is not as well understood.
Two methods are commonly used to specify
pore pressure distributions within slopes. The
most rigorous method is to perform a complete
ﬂow analysis, and use the resultant pore pressures in the stability analyses. A less rigorous,
but more common method is to specify a water
table, and the resulting pore pressures are given
by the product of the vertical depth below the
water table, the water density and gravity. In this
sense, the water table approach is equivalent to
specifying a piezometric surface. Both methods
use similar phreatic surfaces. However, the water
table method under-predicts actual pore pressure
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concentrations near the toe of a slope, and slightly
over-predicts the pore pressure behind the toe by
ignoring the inclination of equipotential lines.
Seepage forces must also be considered in the
analysis. The hydraulic gradient is the difference
in water pressure that exists between two points
at the same elevation, and results from seepage
forces (or drag) as water moves through a porous
medium. Flow analysis automatically accounts
for seepage forces.
To evaluate the error resulting from specifying
a water table without doing a ﬂow analysis, two
identical problems were run. In one case, a ﬂow
analysis was performed to determine the pore
pressures. In the second case, the pressures were
determined using only a piezometric surface that
was assumed to be the phreatic surface taken from
the ﬂow analysis. The material properties and
geometry for both cases are shown in Figure 10.2.
The right-hand boundary was extended to allow
the far-ﬁeld phreatic surface to coincide with the
ground surface at a horizontal distance of 2 km
behind the toe. Hydraulic conductivity within the
model was assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic. The error caused by specifying the water
table can be seen in Figure 10.4. The largest
errors, under prediction of up to 45%, are found
just below the toe, while over prediction errors
in pore pressure values behind the slope are generally less than 5%. The errors near the phreatic
surface are insigniﬁcant, as they result from the
relatively small pore pressures just below the
phreatic surface where small errors in small values
result in large relative errors.
For a phreatic surface at the ground surface
at a distance of 2 km, a factor of safety of 1.1
is predicted using circular failure chart number
3 (refer to Section 8.3). The factor of safety
determined by FLAC was approximately 1.15 for
both cases. The FLAC analyses give similar safety
factors because the distribution of pore pressures
in the area behind the slope where failure occurs
is very similar for the two cases. The conclusion
drawn here is that there is no signiﬁcant difference in predicted stability between a complete
ﬂow analysis and simply specifying a piezometric
surface. However, it is not clear if this conclusion
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Figure 10.4 Error in pore pressure distribution caused by specifying water table compared to performing a ﬂow
analysis.

can be extrapolated to other cases involving, for
example, anisotropic ﬂow.
10.3.7 Excavation sequence
Simulating excavations in numerical models
poses no conceptual difﬁculties. However, the
amount of effort required to construct a model
depends directly on the number of excavation
stages simulated. Therefore, most practical analyses seek to reduce the number of excavation
stages. The most accurate solution is obtained
using the largest number of excavation steps,
because the real load path for any zone in the
slope will be followed closely. In theory, it is
impossible to prove that the ﬁnal solution is independent of the load path followed. However, for
many slopes, stability seems to depend mostly
on slope conditions, such as geometry and pore
pressure distribution at the time of analysis, and
very little on the load path taken to get there.

A reasonable approach regarding the number
of excavation stages has evolved over the years.
Using this approach, only one, two or three
excavation stages are modeled. For each stage,
two calculation steps are taken. In the ﬁrst step,
the model is run elastically to remove any inertial effects caused by sudden removal of a large
amount of material. Second, the model is run
allowing plastic behavior to develop. Following
this approach, reasonable solutions to a large
number of slope stability problems have been
obtained.
10.3.8 Interpretation of results
As noted in the introduction, ﬁnite difference
programs are not black boxes that “give the
solution.” The behavior of the numerical system
and results from ﬁnite difference models must
be interpreted in much the same way as slope
movement data are interpreted. Finite difference
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programs record displacements and velocities at
nominated points within the rock mass. During
the analysis, the recorded values can be examined
to see if they are increasing, remaining steady, or
decreasing. Increasing displacements and velocities indicate an unstable situation; steady displacements and decreasing velocities indicate a stable
situation. In addition, velocity and displacement
vectors for every point in the model can be plotted. Fields of constant velocity and displacement
indicate failure.
The authors have found that velocities below
1e−6 indicate stability in FLAC and FLAC3D;
conversely, velocities above 1e−5 indicate
instability. Note that no units are given for velocities. This is because the velocities are not real, due
to the damping and mass scaling used to achieve
static solutions. While the displacements are real,
the velocities are not, and there is no information
on the “time” the displacement occurs.
It is also possible to examine the failure (plasticity) state of points within the model, where
failure is deﬁned as failure in tension or shear.
Care must be used in examining the failure state
indicators. For example, local overstressing at
the base of toppling columns can appear to form
a deep-seated slip surface when, in reality, it is
just compressive failure of the columns. Therefore, the failure (plasticity) indicators must be
reviewed in the context of overall behavior before
any deﬁnitive conclusions can be drawn.
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• Toppling failure—block and ﬂexural; and
• Flexural buckling failure.
The two-dimensional distinct element code,
UDEC, was used for most of the analyses, and the
characteristics of the slopes that were modeled are
as follows:
Slope height
Slope angle
Water pressure
Density

260 m
55◦
none/dry
2660 kg/m3
(26.1 kN/m3 )
Rock mass friction angle
43◦
Rock mass cohesion
675 kPa
Rock mass tension
0
Rock mass bulk modulus 6.3 GPa
Rock mass shear modulus 3.6 GPa
Joint friction angle
40◦
Dilation angle
0◦

A maximum zone size of 15 m was used except
where noted. In all cases, the factor of safety
was estimated by simultaneously reducing the
rock mass properties and the joint friction until
failure occurs using the procedure shown in equations (10.1) and (10.2). The safety factor was
assumed to be the reciprocal of the reduction
required to produce failure. For example, if the
strengths must be reduced by 25% (i.e. 75% of
their “real” strength) in order to achieve failure,
the safety factor is 1.33.

10.4 Typical stability analysis
In this section, typical stability analyses for a variety of failure modes are discussed. The objective
of this section is to show how numerical models
can be used to simulate slope behavior, and compute safety factors for typical problems. Modeling
issues important in each of the following failure
modes are discussed:
• Rock mass failure;
• Plane failure—daylighting and
non-daylighting;
• Wedge failure—daylighting and
non-daylighting;

10.4.1 Rock mass failure
Numerical analysis of slopes involving purely
rock mass failure is studied most efﬁciently using
continuum codes such as PHASE2 , FLAC or
FLAC3D. As mentioned in the previous section,
discontinuities are not considered explicitly in
continuum models; rather, they are assumed to
be smeared throughout the rock mass. Assuming
that rock mass shear strength properties can be
estimated reasonably, the analysis is straightforward. The process for initially estimating the rock
mass properties is often based on empirical relations as described, for example, by Hoek and
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Figure 10.5 Rock mass failure mode for slope determined with UDEC.

Brown (1997). These initial properties are then
modiﬁed, as necessary, through the calibration
process.
Failure modes involve mainly shearing through
the rock mass. For homogeneous slopes where
the slide surface is often approximately circular,
intersecting the toe of the slope and becoming nearly vertical near the ground surface. The
failure mode for the parameters listed earlier is
shown in Figure 10.5. The calculated safety factor
is 1.64.
The following is a comparison of a slope
stability analysis carried out using limit equilibrium circular failure analysis (Bishop method)
and numerical stability analysis. In Chapter 8, the
stability of a benched slope in strong, but closely
fractured, sandstone including a water table and
tension crack is described (see Figure 8.19). The
rock mass is classiﬁed as a Hoek–Brown material
with strength parameters:
mi = 0.13
GSI = 20

σc = 150 MPa
Disturbance factor, D = 0.7
The tensile strength is estimated to be 0.012 MPa.
For the Bishop’s analysis method, the Mohr–
Coulomb strength is estimated by ﬁtting a straight
line to the curved Hoek–Brown failure envelope
at the normal stress level estimated from the slope
geometry. Using this procedure, friction angle
and cohesion were
φ = 43◦
c = 0.145 MPa
The mass density of the rock mass and water
were 2550 kg/m3 (25.0 kN/m3 ) and 1000 kg/m3
(9.81 kN/m3 ) respectively. The phreatic surface
is located as shown in Figure 8.19. Based upon
these parameters, the Bishop method produces a
location for the circular slide surface and tension
crack, as shown in Figure 8.19, and a factor of
safety of 1.39.
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FLAC solution includes the effect of stress redistribution and progressive failure after movement
has been initiated. In this problem, tensile failure
continues up the slope as a result of the tensile
softening. The resulting factor of safety allows
for this weakening effect.

In using FLAC to analyze the stability of the
slope in Figure 8.19, the slide surface can evolve
during the calculation in a way that is representative of the natural evolution of the physical slide
surface in the slope. It is not necessary to make
an estimate for the location of the circular slide
surface when beginning an analysis, as it is with
limit equilibrium methods. FLAC will ﬁnd the
slide surface and failure mechanism by simulating the material behavior directly. A reasonably
ﬁne grid should be selected to ensure that the slide
surface will be well deﬁned as it develops. It is best
to use the ﬁnest grid possible when studying problems involving localized failure. Here, a zone size
of 2 m was used.
The FLAC analysis showed a factor of safety of
1.26, with the slide surface closely resembling that
produced from the Bishop solution (Figure 10.6).
However, the tensile failure extends farther up
the slope in the FLAC solution. It is important
to recognize that the limit equilibrium solution
only identiﬁes the onset of failure, whereas the

10.4.2 Plane failure—daylighting and
non-daylighting
Failure modes that involve rigid blocks sliding on
planar joints that daylight in the slope face are
most efﬁciently solved using analytical methods.
For comparison purposes, a UDEC analysis is performed for blocks dipping at 35◦ out of the slope.
The joints are assumed to have a cohesion of
100 kPa and a friction angle of 40◦ . The resulting
safety factor is 1.32, which agrees with the analytic value given by equation (6.4) in Chapter 6,
assuming that no tension crack forms. The plane
failure mode in the UDEC analysis is shown in
Figure 10.7.
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Figure 10.6 Failure mode and tension crack location determined with FLAC for slope in closely fractured
sandstone slope (refer to Figure 8.19).
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Figure 10.7 Plane failure mode with rigid blocks determined with UDEC.

If a tension crack does form, then the factor
of safety is slightly reduced. Deformable blocks
with elastic–plastic behavior are required to form
tension cracks within the UDEC analysis. When
deformable zones are used, the resultant safety
factor is 1.27, similar to the value of 1.3 given by
the analytic solution. The difference may be that
the analytic solution assumes a vertical tension
crack, whereas the UDEC analysis indicates that
the tension crack curves where it meets the sliding
plane (see Figure 10.8).
Similar analyses can be performed for nondaylighting failure planes. In this case, failure
involves sliding on discontinuities and shearing
through the rock mass at the toe of the slope, as
shown in Figure 10.9. Here, the cohesionless sliding planes dip at 70◦ and are spaced 20 m apart.
The resultant safety factor is about 1.5.
10.4.3 Wedge failure—daylighting and
non-daylighting
Analyses involving wedge failures are similar to
those involving plane failures, except that the

analyses must be performed in three dimensions.
As with plane failure, sliding analysis of daylighting rigid blocks is best solved using analytic
methods, as described in Chapter 7. Analyses
involving formation of tension cracks and/or nondaylighting wedges require numerical analysis.
Candidate codes include FLAC3D and 3DEC.
The plasticity formulation in FLAC3D uses a
mixed discretization technique and presently
provides a better solution than 3DEC in cases
where rock mass failure dominates. On the other
hand, setting up problems involving more than
one sliding plane in FLAC3D is more difﬁcult and
time consuming than similar problems in 3DEC.

10.4.4 Toppling failure—block and ﬂexural
Toppling failure modes involve rotation and thus
usually are difﬁcult to solve using limit equilibrium methods. As the name implies, block toppling involves free rotation of individual blocks
(Figure 9.3(a)), whereas ﬂexural toppling involves
bending of rock columns or plates (Figure 9.3(b)).
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Figure 10.8 Plane failure mode with deformable blocks determined with UDEC.
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Figure 10.9 Non-daylighting plane failure mode determined with UDEC.
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Figure 10.10 Forward block toppling failure mode determined with UDEC.

Block toppling occurs where narrow slabs
are formed by joints dipping steeply into the
face, combined with ﬂatter cross-joints (see
Section 9.4). The cross-joints provide release
surfaces for rotation of the blocks. In the most
common form of block toppling, the blocks,
driven by self-weight, rotate forward out of
the slope. However, backward or reverse toppling can also occur when joints parallel to the
slope face and ﬂatter cross-joints are particularly
weak. In cases of both forward and backward
toppling, stability depends on the location of
the center of gravity of the blocks relative to
their base.
Figure 10.10 shows the results of an analysis
involving forward block toppling. The steep joint
set dips at 70◦ with a spacing of 20 m. The crossjoints are perpendicular and are spaced at 30 m.
The resultant safety factor is 1.13. Figure 10.11
shows the result of an analysis involving backward block toppling. In this case, the face-parallel
joints are spaced at 10 m, and the horizontal joints
are spaced at 40 m. The factor of safety for this
failure mode is 1.7.

Flexural toppling occurs when there is one
dominant, closely spaced, set of joints dipping steeply into the face, with insufﬁcient
cross-jointing to permit free rotation of blocks.
The columns bend out of the slope like cantilever
beams. Figure 10.12 shows the results of analysis
with joints spaced at 20 m. The factor of safety
is 1.3, with the safety factor being reduced as
the joint spacing decreases. Problems involving
ﬂexural toppling require ﬁner zoning than problems involving block toppling. Because ﬂexural
toppling involves high stress gradients across any
rock column, it is necessary to provide sufﬁcient
zones to represent accurately the stress gradients
due to bending. In the modeling of centrifuge
tests reported by Adhikary and Guo (2000),
UDEC modeling required four zones across each
column, resulting in a model with nearly 20,000
three-noded triangular zones. In contrast, a ﬁnite
element model with Cosserat plasticity elements
required only about 1200, eight-noded isoparametric quadrilateral elements. Both models produced good agreement with the laboratory results
(see also Section 9.5).
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Figure 10.11 Reverse
(backward) block toppling
failure mode determined with
UDEC; arrows show
movement vectors.

10.4.5 Flexural buckling failure
Buckling failures (see Figure 10.13) are also
difﬁcult to reproduce in numerical models
because of the large number of zones required
to represent the high stress gradients involved in
buckling. One of the most complete studies on
the topic of numerical analysis of buckling in
rock slopes is given by Adhikary et al. (2001),
who provide design charts based on numerical
analysis using the proprietary ﬁnite element program AFENA (Carter and Balaam, 1995) and a
Cosserat material model to simulate behavior of
foliated rock.

10.5 Special topics
10.5.1 Reinforcement
Reinforcement is often used to stabilize civil
slopes, and occasionally critical mine slopes.

Three different types of reinforcement can be
represented in numerical models:
• fully grouted rock bolts (local reinforcement);
• cable bolts; and
• end-anchored rock bolts.
The basic formulation for each type of reinforcement is discussed brieﬂy.
The local reinforcement formulation considers
only the local effect of reinforcement where it
passes through existing discontinuities. This condition immediately implies that some form of
discontinuous behavior is being modeled in the
rock mass. The formulation results from observations of laboratory tests of fully grouted untensioned reinforcement in good quality rock with
one discontinuity, which indicate that strains in
the reinforcement are concentrated across the discontinuity (Bjurstrom, 1974; Pells, 1974; Spang
and Egger, 1990). This behavior can be achieved
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Figure 10.12 Flexural toppling failure mode determined with UDEC.
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Figure 10.13 A schematic
representation of slopes in a foliated
rock mass: (a) ﬂexural toppling; and
(b) ﬂexural buckling (Adhikary et al.,
2001).

in the computational model by calculating, for
each zone, the forces generated by deformation of
an “active length” of the element where it crosses
a discontinuity (see Figure 6.9). This formulation exploits simple force–displacement relations
to describe both the shear and axial behaviors of
reinforcement across discontinuities. Large shear
displacements are accommodated by considering the simple geometric changes that develop
locally in the reinforcement near a discontinuity. Although the local reinforcement model can
be used with either rigid blocks or deformable

blocks, the representation is most applicable to
cases in which deformation of individual rock
blocks may be neglected in comparison with
deformation of the reinforcing system. In such
cases, attention may be focused reasonably on
the effect of reinforcement near discontinuities.
The original description of a local reinforcement
model is given by Lorig (1985).
In assessing the support provided by rock
reinforcement, two components of restraint
should be considered. First, the reinforcement provides local restraint where it crosses
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discontinuities. Second, there is restraint to intact
rock due to inelastic deformation in the failed
region surrounding an excavation. Such situations arise in modeling inelastic deformations
associated with failed rock and/or reinforcement
systems such as cable bolts, in which the cement
or resin grout bonding agent may fail in shear
over some length of the reinforcement. Cable elements allow the modeling of a shearing resistance
along their length, as provided by the shear resistance generated by the bond between the grout
and either the cable or the rock. The cable is
assumed to be divided into a number of segments
of length L, with nodal points located at each segment end. The mass of each segment is lumped
at the nodal points, as shown in Figure 10.14.
Shearing resistance is represented by spring/slider
connections between the structural nodes and the
rock in which the nodes are located.
End-anchored rock bolts are the simplest to
model. They simply supply axial restraint to the
portions of the model in which they are anchored.
The axial stiffness K, is given by

K=

AE
L

(10.7)

Figure 10.14 Conceptual mechanical
representation of fully bonded
reinforcement, accounting for shear
behavior of the grout annulus.

where A is the cross-sectional area of the bolt,
E, the modulus of the steel and L the distance
between the anchoring points
10.5.2 Time-dependent behavior
The issue of time-dependent behavior is discussed in reference to behavior of the west wall
of Chuquicamata mine, which experiences large
on-going displacements of the order of 2–4 m
per year. The slope behavior is affected by the
presence of a pervasive fault and an adjacent
zone of sheared rock near the toe of the slope
(Figure 10.15). Deformation of these materials is expressed in toppling further upslope.
Previous analyses attempted to estimate safety
factors for the slope using UDEC. However,
difﬁculties in identifying both a clear point of
failure and a failure mode suggested that other
criteria should be considered in assessing the
acceptability of west-wall slope designs. Slope
displacement and displacement rates were considered as other criteria. However, these criteria
required use of material models that could represent time-dependent behavior. Such models were
not available in programs used to study discontinuum slope behavior. The modeling described
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here demonstrates that the time-dependent behavior of the west wall can be reasonably simulated when the sheared zone is represented
by a two-component power-law creep model
combined with a Mohr–Coulomb elasto-plastic
model. Measured slope movements and changes
in displacement rates over a period of six years are
compared to model predictions for two proﬁles
(see Figure 10.16).
Proﬁle P3 is an east–west section located at
mine coordinate N3600; it is a good section for
calibration of behavior of the west wall for two
reasons. First, the location of P3 is near the

Figure 10.15 Plan of Chuquicamata
open pit showing shear zone (modeled as
a time-dependent material), and Proﬁles
P3 and P5.

middle of the west wall and therefore is representative of conditions in this wall. Second,
its orientation is perpendicular to the west wall
and the geology, allowing representative twodimensional analysis. Proﬁle P5 is a good section
for calibration because mining with steep slope
angles within the shear zone led to a slope failure in February 2002. Both proﬁles have good
historical information about slope movement
from prism monitoring, as described in the next
section.
Records of slope movement were available
from monitoring records. The prism locations for
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S-221
S-222
S-221-2000
S-223
S-223-1996
S-224
S-225
Prism
S-221

Level
(m)

Start

Finish

2844.16 21 Mar 95 28 Mar 98

S-221-2000 2852.52 12 Mar 00 14 Feb 01
S-222

2820.18 21 Mar 95 26 Aug 00

S-223

2672.23 21 Mar 95

Pit advance
1995–2000

9 Jun 96

S-223-1996 2691.55

10 Jul 96

14 Feb 01

S-224

2593.32

1 Aug 99

14 Feb 01

S-225

2414.34 21 Mar 95 14 Feb 01

Figure 10.16 Location of movement monitoring prisms in Proﬁle P3 (see Figure 10.15 for location of
Proﬁle P3).

Proﬁle P3 are shown in Figure 10.16, which also
shows the position of the pit at the end of years
1995–2000. The prism records for both proﬁles
show the following important characteristics:
• horizontal displacements greater than vertical
displacements, which is characteristic of
toppling behavior;
• decreasing displacement rates from mid-1995
to the end of 1999; and
• increasing displacement rates starting near the
end of 1999 in Proﬁle P3 and the end of 2000
in Proﬁle P5; these periods correspond to the
times when the shear zone was being mined.

•

•

•

UDEC models for Proﬁles P3 and P5 are shown
in Figures 10.17 and 10.18, respectively, and have
the following features.

•

• Rock mass behavior for all units except the
shear zone is represented by an elasto-plastic
model, with a bilinear Mohr–Coulomb failure
surface. The bilinear model approximates a
Hoek–Brown failure surface, and is easier to

•

use than the non-linear Hoek–Brown failure
envelope.
Faults and other major discontinuities were
included explicitly in the models. Predominate
jointing structure was included implicitly
through a ubiquitous joint model in
Granodiorita Fortuna, which is located
upslope from the sheared zone.
Water pressures were taken from MINEDW
(a three-dimensional ﬁnite element developed
by Hydrologic Consultants Inc.), and transferred to the UDEC model at yearly
intervals.
Lithologic units were obtained from Chuquicamata’s block model and imported into the
UDEC model using a recently developed
transfer algorithm.
Hydrostatic initial in situ stresses were
assumed. Initial in situ stresses with deviatoric
components would induce creep under initial
pre-mining conditions, a condition that is not
believed to be correct.
Small deformation logic was used to avoid
problems with poor zone geometry resulting
from large deformations within the shear zone.
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Intense shear zone

Figure 10.17 UDEC model for Proﬁle P3 with lithology, discontinuities and annual pit geometries.

Moderate shear zone

Figure 10.18 UDEC model of Proﬁle P5 with lithology, discontinuities and annual pit geometries
(see Figure 10.15 for location of Proﬁle P5).

Creep behavior was believed to be concentrated
within the sheared zone located just to the
west of the West Fault. In the model discussed
here, the behavior of the sheared rock was
represented using a viscoplastic model that
combined the behavior of the viscoelastic twocomponent Norton Power Law model and
the Mohr–Coulomb elasto-plastic model. The
standard form of the Norton Power Law (Norton,
1929) is
εcr = Aσ n
 1/2
 d d 1/2
3
σ=
σij σij
2

(10.8)
(10.9)

where εcr is the creep rate, σijd is the deviatoric
part of σij , and A and n are material properties
that were found by calibration.
Modeling was performed for conditions representative of the years 1996 through 2002. Initially,
the model was brought to equilibrium under conditions representative of January 1996. At this
point, the creep model was turned on and run for
one year of simulated time. For each subsequent
year, new water pressures and slope geometry
were introduced, and the model was run for
another year of simulated time.
Calibration was performed by adjusting the
power law parameters until reasonable agreement was reached between the prism records and
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Figure 10.19 Comparison of movement record for prism S-223 records with UDEC results for Proﬁle P3;
A = 1e–23 and n = 2.5 (equations (10.8) and (10.9)).
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Figure 10.20 Comparison of actual prism movement record with UDEC results for Proﬁle P5; A = 1e–24 and
n = 2.5 (equations (10.8) and (10.9)).

the numerical results. Representative results are
shown in Figures 10.19 and 10.20 for P3 and P5,
respectively. The sharp increase in displacement
P5 resulted in slope failure in the upper portion
of the slope.
In the analyses reported here, it has been
assumed that creep behavior initiates as soon as
deviatoric stresses are present, and the state of
stress is not hydrostatic. However, it is more

likely that creep behavior starts after a threshold
deviatoric stress is reached. Evidence for this can
be seen by examining the pre-mining in situ stress
state, which has been shown through measurements to include deviatoric stresses. There was no
evidence of creep behavior in the pre-mining condition. Thus, it can be concluded that a threshold
deviatoric stress exists below which no creep
behavior occurs.
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10.5.3 Dynamic analysis
Traditional approaches to dynamic analysis are
based on a pseudo-static approach in which
the effects of an earthquake are represented
by constant horizontal and/or vertical accelerations. The ﬁrst explicit application of the pseudostatic approach to the seismic slope stability has
been attributed to Terzaghi (1950). The application of horizontal and/or vertical accelerations
can be made in limit equilibrium methods and
numerical methods alike. The results of pseudostatic analyses depend on the value of the seismic coefﬁcient as discussed in Section 6.5.4.
Difﬁculty in assigning appropriate pseudo-static
coefﬁcients and in interpretation of pseudostatic safety factors, coupled with the advance
of numerical models has provided an alternative to the use of the pseudo-static approach
for seismic slope stability analyses. Numerical
methods, in addition to the Newmark method
discussed in Section 6.5.5, allow permanent slope

deformations resulting from seismic excitation to
be computed.
Both ﬁnite-element and ﬁnite-difference
approaches can be used to compute permanent
deformations. Typical analyses involve application of a seismic record to the base of a model
and propagating the wave through the model.
Small amounts of damping are sometimes applied
to account for real energy losses that are not
represented by either the joint behavior or the
rock mass behavior.
Although there are no documented cases of
large-scale failures of open pits under seismic
loads, there are many instances of failure of natural slopes during earthquakes (see Section 6.5.1).
In open pits, smaller-scale failures comprising
rock fall and bench-scale structurally controlled
failures may occur under severe shaking. Where
such failures are an operational hazard, mitigation can usually be provided by suitable catch
bench conﬁgurations.

